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Combinations of non-trivial band topology and long-range magnetic order hold promise 
for realizations of novel spintronic phenomena, such as the quantum anomalous Hall 
effect and the topological magnetoelectric effect. Following theoretical advances material 
candidates are emerging. Yet, a compound with a band-inverted electronic structure and 
an intrinsic net magnetization remains unrealized. MnBi2Te4 is a candidate for the first 
antiferromagnetic topological insulator and the progenitor of a modular 
(Bi2Te3)n(MnBi2Te4) series. For n = 1, we confirm a non-stoichiometric composition 
proximate to MnBi4Te7 and establish an antiferromagnetic state below 13 K followed by 
a state with net magnetization and ferromagnetic-like hysteresis below 5 K. Angle-
resolved photoemission experiments and density-functional calculations reveal a 
topological surface state on the MnBi4Te7(0001) surface, analogous to the non-magnetic 
parent compound Bi2Te3. Our results render MnBi4Te7 as a band-inverted material with 
an intrinsic net magnetization and a complex magnetic phase diagram providing a 
versatile platform for the realization of different topological phases. 
 
Soon after the discovery of topological insulators (TIs) a decade ago1, the role of 
magnetism and its potential to modify the electronic topology emerged as a central issue in the 
field of topological materials. Magnetic degrees of freedom provide a powerful means of tuning 
the decisive characteristic of any topological system: its symmetry. By now it is recognized that 
the interplay between magnetic order and electronic topology offers a rich playground for the 
realization of exotic topological states of matter, such as the quantum anomalous Hall state,2,3 
the axion insulator state,4–6 and magnetic Weyl and nodal lines semimetals,7–9 enabling in turn 
different routes to spintronic applications.10–12 
The non-trivial topology in paradigmatic TIs like Bi2Te3 is a result of band inversion 
driven by strong spin-orbit interaction.13,14 Until recently, the interplay with magnetism in this 
class of systems has been mostly explored by extrinsic methods, such us doping a known TI 
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with magnetic impurities13 or interfacing it with ferromagnets15. Numerous derivatives of 
Bi2Te3 doped by transition metals have been explored over the last years,
2,3,16 but the 
magnetically-active atoms did not form a periodic crystal sublattice. Recently, MnBi2Te4 has 
arisen as the first derivative of Bi2Te3 that hosts structurally and magnetically ordered Mn atoms 
on well-defined crystallographic sites.17–20 The possible emergence of an antiferromagnetic TI 
state in MnBi2Te4 is now being broadly scrutinized by theoretical and experimental 
methods.6,19,21–26 
In this joint experimental and theoretical study, we establish another ternary manganese-
bismuth telluride, MnBi4Te7, as the first instance of a compound that features both an inverted 
electronic band structure and an intrinsic net magnetization. Moreover, several competing 
magnetic states observed for MnBi4Te7 in combination with the presence of topological surface 
states provide a versatile playground for tunability between different topological regimes.  
Recent systematic, synthetic explorations of the Mn–Bi–Te system reveal new 
compounds that are ordered (Bi2Te3)n(MnBi2Te4) (n = 1, 2) modular stackings of quintuple 
(Bi2Te3) and septuple (MnBi2Te4) blocks (Fig. 1a).
26,27 In Ref. 27, we report a deviation from 
the idealized MnBi4Te7 composition for n = 1 and a crystal-structure determination of the non-
stoichiometric Mn0.85(3)Bi4.10(2)Te7. The non-stoichiometry manifests itself in Mn
2+/Bi3+ antisite 
defects and related cationic vacancies () in the septuple (Mn1–xx/3Bi2+2x/3Te7) blocks, where 
x = 0.15 for the structure refined in Ref. 27. This intrinsic phenomenon has been reported for 
isostructural,28 and structurally20- and compositionally-related29,30 compounds. In contrast to 
some of them, we find no indications of massive stacking faults in our crystals by X-ray or 
electron diffraction methods.27 Henceforward, the title compound is denoted as Mn147, keeping 
in mind its non-stoichiometry, and MnBi2Te4 compound is denoted as Mn124. 
Mn147 is thermodynamically stable in a high-temperature range27 that strongly 
challenges its crystal-growth. Whereas Mn124 melts at 600(5) °C,20 the melting point of Mn147 
is 590(5) °C27 and, thus, offers a very narrow crystal-growth window above the crystallization 
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point of Bi2Te3 (586 °C). Our experiments evidence that polycrystals grown outside this 
window exhibit stacking variants of both Mn124 and Mn147. Mn147 is not thermodynamically 
stable at room temperature, but can be obtained as metastable polycrystalline powder by 
quenching from 585 °C.27 Herewith, we present an optimized crystal-growth route: mm-sized 
platelets (Fig. 1b) can be obtained by a stepwise slow cooling of a heterogeneous melt and long-
term annealing in a precisely chosen temperature interval. These high-quality crystals enable 
the following studies of the crystal structure, the magnetic order, the transport and the surface 
electronic structure. 
Our current structure elucidation by single-crystal X-ray diffraction confirms mixed 
occupancies of the cationic positions and vacancies, predominantly in the 1a site in the middle 
of the septuple block (Tables S1, S2, Supplementary Note 1). The (Bi2Te3) block appears 
unaffected by cationic intermixing (Table S3). The presently refined composition 
Mn0.75(3)Bi4.17(3)Te7 slightly deviates from the previously reported one
27 with respect to antisite 
defects and cation vacancies; hence, a homogeneity range 0.15 ≤ x ≤ 0.25 for the non-
stoichiometric Mn1–xx/3Bi4+2x/3Te7 phase may exist. The lattice of Mn147 (sp. gr. P3̅m1; the 
GeBi4Te7 structure type
28) tolerates a certain degree of Mn/Bi intermixing and a low 
concentration of cation vacancies in the (MnBi2Te4) block, as has been found in related 
compounds20,28–30. The cationic disorder does not alter the trigonal lattice symmetry, neither 
inhibits long-range magnetic order.  
Electrical resistivity (ρxx) measurements as a function of temperature (T) reveal a 
metallic nature of the material (see Fig. 1c). Focusing on the most salient features of the data, 
a clear upturn anomaly is visible at 13 K, which is reminiscent of the typical signature of 
magnetic ordering in itinerant materials.31 The upturn indicates enhanced fluctuations causing 
electron scattering, which is strongly reduced in the ordered phase, in which a steep decrease 
of ρxx occurs. Upon lowering the temperature, a jump-like drop at about 5 K reveals further 
reduction of scattering, possibly related to a rearrangement of the magnetic structure. 
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Indeed, measurements of the magnetization (M) in an external field (H) as a function of 
temperature show an antiferromagnetic phase transition at TN = 13 K (Fig. 1d). For H  ab and 
small fields, such as H = 200 Oe, a ferromagnetic-like increase occurs upon further cooling. 
This is followed by a splitting of field-cooled (FC) and zero field-cooled (ZFC) curves at around 
7 K, as well as a kink and a peak at about 5 K, respectively, the latter coinciding with the jump 
in the resistivity. Both features are rapidly suppressed by applying an external magnetic field. 
In the magnetically ordered phase, interesting metamagnetic behavior occurs for H  ab 
as is evidenced by the magnetization curves (Fig. 1f). For example, at T = 10 K a spin-flip-like 
feature is observed, and for T < 7 K dominating ferromagnetic hysteresis is apparent. This 
complex magnetic phenomenology is also reproduced by the Hall resistivity ρxy (Fig. 1g). For 
T < TN, the system exhibits anomalous Hall effect tracking the observed metamagnetic 
behavior. For T ≤ 7 K the data reveal an additional metamagnetic transition in the low-field 
region µ0H ≤ 300 Oe. This observation is confirmed by a close inspection of the magnetization 
data. At 2.5 K a large hysteresis associated with global ferromagnetism is present. Above TN 
the anomalous contribution disappears, and only a standard component persists with a negative 
sign consistent with an n-type conduction (inset in Fig. 1g).  
The magnetic anisotropy of the compound is examined via additional measurements for 
H || ab (Fig. 1e). The magnetic moment values in the ordered state are much lower in this case. 
At lower fields both an antiferromagnetic transition and ZFC–FC splitting are observed, but the 
suppression of these features occurs at higher fields than for H  ab. For the H || ab direction 
the magnetization increases almost linearly with the applied magnetic field as expected for an 
antiferromagnet. On top of that, a spin reorientation at lower temperatures is indicated by an 
increase of M/H below ca. 10 K and a ferromagnetic net magnetization is clearly present. 
Notably, the magnetization curves as a function of magnetic field in both directions show that 
the system is yet not fully saturated at µ0H = 5 T (inset in Fig. 1f). High-field experiments are 
necessary to gain a better insight into the details of the magnetic phase diagram. 
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The Curie–Weiss fitting of the magnetization high-temperature data in both directions 
yields positive values of the Curie–Weiss temperature: 𝜃𝐶𝑊
𝑎𝑏  = 13.7 K and 𝜃𝐶𝑊
𝑐  = 14.7 K, thus, 
confirming the predominantly ferromagnetic character of the exchange interactions (see 
Supplementary Note 2, Fig. S1). In addition, the estimated effective magnetic moments, given 
the homogeneity range (0.15 ≤ x ≤ 0.25), fall into the ranges 5.2μB ≲ µ𝑒𝑓𝑓
𝑎𝑏  ≲ 5.6μB and 5.1μB 
≲ µ𝑒𝑓𝑓
𝑐  ≲ 5.5μB, where μB is the Bohr magneton, which suggest a Mn(II) high-spin 
configuration S = 5/2. The microscopic nature of the different magnetic states as a function of 
field and temperature is a matter of debate and requires further elucidation.  
The observed high-frequency electron spin resonance (ESR) signal of Mn147 (Fig. 2a–
c) is almost isotropic above T ~ 30 K and follows a typical Mn(II)-ion paramagnetic resonance 
condition hν = gμBμ0H0|msz – (msz±1)| with the g-factor very close to 2. Here, h is the Planck 
constant, and ms
z is the projection of the spin on the quantization (magnetic field) axis. 
Importantly, below T ~ 30 K an energy gap Δ develops in the ESR response, and the resonance 
condition is modified to ν = Δ + gμBμ0H0/h. The measured linear dependence of ν vs. μ0H0 for 
μ0H  ab (Fig. 2a) is typical for the wave vector q = 0 spin wave excitation (ferromagnetic 
resonance – FMR) in an easy-axis-type ferromagnetically ordered material, where Δ represents 
the magnetic anisotropy gap. Considering the smallness of Δ as compared to the applied 
magnetic fields, such linearity is incompatible with the resonance response of an ordered 
collinear antiferromagnet.32,33 The opening of the excitation gap Δ at T ≤ 30 K and its gradual 
increase (Fig. 2b) evidence significant ferromagnetic spin correlations on the time scale of ESR 
(10–11 s) unrelated to 3D antiferromagnetic ordering which sets in at TN = 13 K. Therefore, 
given the pronounced low-dimensionality of the system, it is likely that the Mn-containing 
blocks are inherently ferromagnetic and give rise to a typical FMR signal in strong fields. At 
the same time, the application of a magnetic field suppresses the expected much weaker inter-
layer antiferromagnetic coupling responsible for the 3D long-range order at TN in the zero and 
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small fields, whereas a paramagnetic state with strong intra-plane ferromagnetic correlations  – 
denoted in the following as correlated paramagnet (CPM) –  persists up to temperatures of the 
order 30 K. 
To complement the magnetic characterization, we carried out X-ray magnetic circular 
(XMCD) and linear dichroism (XMLD) experiments at the Mn L2,3 absorption edge in total 
electron yield mode (TEY) with a typical probing depth of a few nm.34 The XMCD data 
collected at T = 2 K provide evidence for a substantial remnant net magnetization of the Mn 
ions along the surface normal (Fig. 2d), in sharp contrast to our previous observations for 
Mn124 with antiferromagnetic order.
20 This confirms that the spontaneous ferromagnetic 
polarization observed in the bulk magnetization data below ~5 K extends up to the surface 
layers. A sizable XMLD signal in grazing light incidence and its absence in normal incidence 
further confirm the remnant out-of-plane magnetization (Fig. 2e) in agreement with the ESR 
results. The XMLD signal gradually diminishes with increasing temperature, confirming its 
magnetic origin and indicating the transition into the paramagnetic regime, in line with our bulk 
magnetization results. 
Various possible magnetic structures are considered by density-functional calculations 
for the ordered MnBi4Te7 model (see Supplementary Note 3). The Mn atoms are found in the 
high-spin Mn(II) configuration, in agreement with the high-temperature magnetization 
measurements and similar to Mn124.20 Our calculations show that the magnetic moments 
within the Mn layers prefer intra-plane ferromagnetic order with an out-of-plane spin 
configuration. The first-neighbor coupling is estimated as –0.09 meV/µB2, which is very close 
to the value reported for Mn124.19 Furthermore, we find that antiferromagnetic ordering 
between the Mn layers (AFM1 state) results in a smaller total energy than the ferromagnetic 
ordering (FM state). The energy difference is, however, only about 0.5 meV/Mn atom, which 
is an order of magnitude smaller than in Mn124.18 Moreover, this value is very close to the 
magnetic anisotropy energy, which yields about 0.5 meV/Mn atom in favor of the easy-axis 
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configuration. These estimates corroborate a scenario with competing magnetic states differing 
slightly in energy, and, hence, a more complex magnetic response shown by Mn147, as 
compared to Mn124. 
Structural resemblance between Mn147 and Bi2Te3 opens the question, to what extent 
Mn147 inherits properties from the Bi2Te3 building blocks. The study of the topology of the 
electronic structure commences with an auxiliary calculation without spin polarization (see 
Supplementary Note 4), which shows that, in the absence of magnetism, the system would be 
both a strong topological insulator and a topological crystalline insulator, just like Bi2Te3.
35 
The influence of magnetism on the topological properties is first examined for the band-
inversion phenomena. Fig. 3a,b show the band structure of Mn147 for the FM and AFM1 order, 
respectively (see Fig. S3).  The symbol size is proportional to the overlap between the 
corresponding Bloch states and the indicated orbitals. For a reference, Fig. S3f shows the well-
known case of Bi2Te3, whose nontrivial topology originates in the inversion between Bi- and 
Te-pz orbitals of opposite parity.
13,14 The same orbitals contribute to the band inversion in 
Mn147 with the difference that the inverted bands are spin-polarized in the presence of a 
ferromagnetic component. Namely, the occupied Bi states form two bands (B1 and B3 in Fig. 
3a) of predominantly opposite spin. This effect is appreciable because the Bi atoms that are 
more involved in the band inversion are the ones closest to the Mn atomic layers. Naturally, in 
the AFM1 configuration spin polarization in each band is compensated, and each band is spin-
degenerated. In this phase, the system realizes a Z2 topological insulator protected by a 
combination of the time-reversal symmetry and translation along the c axis, as also predicted 
for Mn124.19 
Motivated by the experimental findings in the low-temperature regime, which show a 
strong ferromagnetic character, we explore the topological properties of the collinear FM state 
(see Supplementary Note 5).  In the undoped limit, such system would realize a topological 
crystalline insulator (TCI) tunable by the magnetization orientation. Specifically, the crystal 
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structure presents three mirror planes that contain the polar axis and are related by 2π/3 
rotations. When the magnetization points perpendicular to one of the planes, it preserves the 
corresponding reflection symmetry. The calculated mirror Chern number in such a magnetic 
configuration equals to –1. For other magnetization orientations, the topological protection at 
the (0001) surface is lifted and the corresponding surface state is gapped (see Fig. S5). In 
addition, as demonstrated in Fig. 3a, doped samples can be of interest, since a ferromagnetic 
component splits the double degeneracy of the bulk bands and opens up the possibilities of 
Weyl physics. Indeed, Weyl nodes are revealed only 24 meV above the gap, very close to the 
bottom of the conduction bands (see an arrow in Fig. 3a and Fig. S6). 
ARPES measurements are conducted to experimentally probe the non-trivial topology 
of the electronic structure on the natural cleaving (0001) surface of Mn147 (Fig. 4). The 
overview band structures (Fig. 4a, Fig. S8d,e in Supplementary Note 6) bear striking 
resemblance to previous ARPES experiments for the topological insulator Bi2Te3.
13,36 Most 
importantly, we likewise find a state with a V-shaped dispersion in the bulk gap between the 
conduction and valence band states (BCB and BVB), near the Fermi level EF (Fig. 4b,g). 
Systematic photon-energy-dependent measurements confirm the surface character of this state 
(Fig. 4d). By comparison to our density-functional calculations we thus identify it as a 
topological surface state (TSS) with Dirac-type dispersion (Fig. S7). The observation of 
conduction band states below EF is in line with our transport measurements, although the 
prominent feature BCB shows a markedly 2D character and possibly arises from band bending, 
as commonly found for Bi2Te3
37 and Bi2Se338. At higher binding energies in the valence band, 
we observe additional surface states SS1 and SS2 (Fig. 4a, Fig. S8d,e) that are similar to those 
previously detected for Bi2Te3.
36
 According to first principles calculations, these states are 
highly surface-localized well within a single (Bi2Te3) quintuple layer,
36 suggesting that our 
results in Fig. 4a–f represent a surface terminated by a Bi2Te3 quintuple layer (QL). This is 
supported by our calculations in Fig. S7a for Bi2Te3-terminated Mn147, where similar surface 
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states are found. Measurements on a single (0001) surface also revealed areas with a different 
well-defined band structure (Fig. 4g, Fig. S9), which we tentatively attribute to the second 
possible surface termination by a (MnBi2Te4) septuple layer (SL). Despite the reduced data 
quality for this SL-termination, qualitatively similar features are found as for the QL-
termination. Both terminations accommodate a dispersionless feature at a binding energy near 
3.8 eV, which can be attributed to the Mn 3d-states (Fig. 4a, Fig S9), as confirmed by resonant 
photoemission measurements (Fig. S10). 
Unlike for Bi2Te3, our measurements for Mn147 suggest the presence of a finite 
separation between the TSS and the BVB. This gap-like feature shows a subtle photon-energy-
dependence arising mainly from changes in the spectral appearance of the BVB maximum, as 
exemplified by the three data sets in Figs. 4b,c,f. The latter consists of at least two different 
features within a narrow energy range that exhibit complex hv-dependent intensity variations 
and possibly arise from a coexistence of surface- and bulk-derived states. The resulting gap-
like feature is considerably smaller than in the case of Mn124.19,21 The measured band structure, 
thus, resembles more the one of the non-magnetic parent compound Bi2Te3
13 which is 
particularly apparent from the data sets in Fig. 4b,c. As for Mn124,19,21 no considerable change 
of the spectra is observed in the paramagnetic regime, as demonstrated by the data set taken at 
T = 80 K (Fig. 4e). This finding may be attributed to persisting spin fluctuations in the Mn 
atomic layers, and was similarly observed in different magnetically doped TIs.39,40 
The competition between different magnetic phases in a band-inverted material, as 
observed here theoretically and experimentally for Mn147, is a finding that opens several 
research avenues. Fig. 5 sketches hypothetical topological phases theoretically explored in the 
ordered MnBi4Te7 model. Below the Néel temperature, the antiferromagnetic phase (AFM1) 
may host a Z2 topological insulating phase protected by a combination of the time-reversal and 
translation symmetries along the polar axis. As shown experimentally, Mn147 develops a strong 
out-of-plane ferromagnetic component at lower temperatures. Thus, this compound realizes the 
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first instance featuring, both, an intrinsic net magnetization and a topological surface state 
originating from a band inversion. In the thin-film limit these properties could facilitate the 
realization of the quantum anomalous Hall effect in an intrinsic material, which has been 
demonstrated recently in Mn124, where, however, it requires large external fields due to the 
robust antiferromagnetism.41,42 In addition, our calculations show that the collinear FM state in 
Mn147 realizes a mirror-protected topological crystalline insulator tunable by the 
magnetization orientation. They also reveal the existence of Weyl nodes close to the bottom of 
the conducting band, which in principle could be placed at the Fermi level by appropriate 
doping. Experimental investigations unravel several complex magnetic states as a function of 
temperature and field, rendering Mn147 as a unique material platform for the realization of 
tunable topological quantum phenomena. 
Magnetic dynamic properties of Mn147 uncover a correlated paramagnetic state with 
strong intra-plane ferromagnetic correlations existing well above the Néel temperature. 
Understanding of the surface-state gap persisting in the paramagnetic regime is the decisive 
step towards the major goal of establishing Mn147 as an intrinsic magnetic topological 
insulator. Our theoretical description of Mn147 is based on a standard implementation of DFT, 
so extensions that can account for paramagnetic disorder43 as well as methods able to describe 
different time scales associated with magnetic and electronic degrees of freedom44 can be 
expected to provide further improvements. From the experimental perspective, the surface-state 
gap identified here for Mn147 is considerably smaller than in Mn124,
19 indicating that, indeed, 
Mn incorporation lies at the origin of the gap in these materials. 
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Figure 1. Crystal structure, magnetic and transport properties of Mn147. a, Crystal 
structure of Mn1–xBi4+2x/3Te7 (GeBi4Te7 structure type) with alternating (Bi2Te3) and (Mn1–
xx/3Bi2+2x/3Te4) blocks. Mn atoms are shown in green, Bi – in blue, Te – in orange. b, As-grown 
crystals with the experimental composition (EDX) Mn0.8(1)Bi4.3(1)Te7. c, In-plane electrical 
resistivity as a function of the temperature. d and e, Normalized magnetization as a function of 
temperature for fields applied both parallel and perpendicular to the ab directions. Open and 
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filled symbols correspond to ZFC and FC protocols, respectively. The inset in e shows 
hysteretic behavior for temperatures T < 14 K, indicating strong ferromagnetic interactions (see 
text). f and g, Magnetization and Hall resistivity as a function of the field applied perpendicular 
to the ab planes. 
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Figure 2. Spectroscopy of magnetic properties in Mn147. a, Typical ESR spectra measured 
at T = 4 K and T = 30 K. b, Frequency dependence of the resonance field of the ESR signal 
measured at temperatures of 4 K, 15 K, 30 K. c, The anisotropy gap Δ as a function of 
temperature extracted from a by fitting ν = Δ+gμBμ0H0/ h. d, XMCD and e, XMLD data for 
Mn147(0001) obtained at the Mn L2,3 absorption edge with circularly polarized (RCP and LCP) 
and linearly polarized (LV and LH) light, respectively. Measurements were performed in 
normal (NI) and grazing (GI) light incidence geometries, as sketched in the inset of d. XMDC 
signals are shown for an external field (μ0H = 6 T) along the light incidence direction and for 
remnant conditions (μ0H = 0) at T  = 2 K. XMLD data without external field are reported for 
different temperatures.        
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Figure 3. Band inversion phenomena in Mn147 (GGA+U+SOC). a, Band structure in the 
ferromagnetic configuration. The symbol size in each k-point and band is proportional to the 
overlap between the corresponding Bloch state and the Te and Bi p-orbitals, depicted in 
different colors. Filled (empty) dots correspond to spin down (up). The black arrow indicates 
the energy of the Weyl node of lowest energy in the conduction band. b, Band structure for the 
antiferromagnetic AFM1 configuration.   
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Figure 4. Electronic structure of the Mn147(0001) surface as measured by ARPES. a, 
Overview data set of the valence band structure obtained at T = 8 K showing characteristic 
surface states SS1 and SS2 and a feature related to Mn 3d states (cf. Fig. S7-S10). b,c,f, High-
resolution data sets of the electronic structure near EF obtained at different photon energies and 
a temperature of T = 8 K, showing a topological surface state (TSS) in the gap between 
conduction and valence-band derived states (BCB and BVB). d, Photon-energy dependence of 
the ARPES intensity at EF (T = 8 K). e, Same as in f, but for T = 80 K. g, Same as in f, but for 
a septuple layer (SL) termination. All other data sets in Fig. 4 are assigned to a quintuple layer 
(QL) termination. The ARPES data sets in Fig. 4 were measured along the Γ̅?̅? high-symmetry 
direction. 
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Figure 5. Schematic topological phase diagram of MnBi4Te7. The scheme follows the 
experimental observed trends: a correlated paramagnetic state above TN, followed by an 
antiferromagnetic phase that at lower temperatures evolves to magnetic state with a strong 
ferromagnetic component. Notice, however, that the topological classification is based on the 
modelling of collinear AFM1 and FM states. Details of this scheme will depend on the direction 
of the external field. For instance, the zero-field AFM Z2 state is expected to have a different 
robustness to an applied external field if the field is applied parallel or perpendicular to the 
direction in which spins are aligned. In the FM state, the magnetization direction determines 
the fate of the TCI phase (see main text). 
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Methods 
Crystal Growth. First indications for the existence of Mn1–xx/3Bi4+2x/3Te7 (0.15 ≤ x ≤ 0.25) 
and its composition were obtained in our previously published DSC experiments.20 Attempts to 
synthesize a phase-pure powder of Mn0.85Bi4.10Te7 following the synthetic route described in 
Ref. 20, namely by long-term annealing of a stoichiometric mixture of Bi2Te3 and α-MnTe at 
subsolidus temperature lead to considerable amounts (up to 15 wt.-%) of MnBi2Te4 admixtures. 
A phase-pure ingot of Mn0.85Bi4.10Te7 was synthesized by annealing at 590 °C for 3 days, 
subsequent cooling to 580 °C and, finally, annealing for 1 day. Worth noting is that powders 
with the idealized MnBi4Te7 composition that were prepared by this route contained impurities, 
suggesting that this composition lies outside the homogeneity range. High-quality single 
crystals of Mn1–xx/3Bi4+2x/3Te7 were grown by slow cooling (–1 K/h) of a melt from 650 °C 
down to 585 °C (right above the solidification point of Bi2Te3), followed by annealing for at 
least 1 day and rapid quenching. Platelet-like strongly intergrown crystals were mechanically 
extracted from the obtained ingots. 
X-ray Diffraction and Energy-Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy. Single-crystal X-ray 
diffraction data were collected on a four-circle Kappa APEX II CCD diffractometer (Bruker) 
with a graphite(002)-monochromator and a CCD-detector at T = 296(1) K. Mo-Kα radiation 
(λ = 71.073 pm) was used. A numerical absorption correction based on an optimized crystal 
description was applied,45 and the initial structure solution was performed in JANA2006.46 The 
structure was refined in SHELXL against Fo
2 47. Further details on the crystal structure 
investigations of Mn0.75(3)Bi4.17(3)Te7 can be obtained from the Fachinformationszentrum 
Karlsruhe, 76344 Eggenstein-Leopoldshafen, Germany (fax, (+49)7247-808-666; E-mail, 
crysdata@fiz-karlsruhe.de), on quoting the depository number CSD-1891486. 
Powder X-ray diffraction data were measured using an X’Pert Pro diffractometer (PANalytical) 
with Bragg-Brentano geometry or a Huber G670 diffractometer with an integrated imaging 
plate detector and read-out system. Both machines operate with a curved Ge(111) 
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monochromator and Cu-Kα1 radiation (λ = 154.06 pm). Variable divergence slits were used on 
the X’Pert Pro equipment to keep the illuminated sample area constant. The graphics of the 
structures were developed with the Diamond software.48 
Energy dispersive X-ray spectra (EDX) were collected on a scanning electron microscope 
Hitachi SU8020 using an Oxford Silicon Drift X-MaxN detector at an acceleration voltage of 
20 kV and 100 s accumulation time. The EDX analysis was performed using the P/B-ZAF 
standardless method (where Z = atomic no. correction factor, A = absorption correction factor, 
F = fluorescence factor, and P/B = peak to background model). Experimentally determined 
compositions (EDX) fall into a range from Mn0.6(1)Bi4.4(1)Te7 to Mn0.8(1)Bi4.3(1)Te7. 
Angle-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy. ARPES measurements on the (0001) surface of 
cleaved crystals in a temperature range range between 8 K and 80 K were carried out at the 
high-resolution-branch of beamline i05 at the Diamond Light Source, UK, using p-polarized 
photons with energies between hν = 20 and 90 eV and energy resolution < 10 meV. 
Supplementary ARPES experiments were performed at the Microscopic and Electronic 
Structure Observatory (MAESTRO) at beamline 7 of the Advanced Light Source (ALS). The 
energy resolution was ca. 20 meV. Measurements were performed in ultrahigh vacuum of lower 
than 10−10 mbar. Supplementary core-level photoemission data were acquired at the ASPHERE 
III endstation at beamline P04 of PETRA III (DESY, Hamburg). 
Electron spin resonance measurements. ESR experiments were performed on a single crystal 
with a commercial X-band ESR-spectrometer (EMX from Bruker) operating at a microwave 
frequency of 9.6 GHz in the temperature range T = 4–300 K, in magnetic fields up to 0.9 T, and 
with a home-made ESR setup in the microwave frequency range ν = 75–300 GHz, in the 
temperature range T = 4–35 K and in magnetic fields up to μ0H0 = 16 T. 
X-ray magnetic circular and linear dichroism. XMCD and XMLD measurements on the 
(0001) surface of cleaved crystals were carried out in total electron yield (TEY) mode at the 
BOREAS beamline of the ALBA synchrotron.  
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Density-functional calculations. Fully-relativistic Density Functional Theory (DFT) 
calculations were performed using the PBE implementation49 of the Generalized Gradient 
Approximation (GGA) and treating the spin-orbit coupling in the 4-spinor formalism, as 
implemented in FPLO-1850. The experimental crystal structure based on a fully ordered 
MnBi4Te7 was used in our calculations. Namely, the cationic intermixing and cation deficiency 
were neglected and the stoichiometric limit MnBi4Te7 was considered. A linear tetrahedron 
method with a mesh of 16×16×2 subdivisions (or 16×16×1 in the AFM1 state) in the full 
Brillouin zone was used. GGA+U calculations we also performed using the atomic limit 
implementation of the double-counting correction and fixing J = 1 eV. The value of U affects 
the resulting bulk gap and determines at which energies the spectral weight associated with Mn-
d states is placed. We find that the position of the Mn 3d states measured with core-level 
spectroscopy (see Fig. S10) is best described by a moderate value of U ~ 2eV (see Fig. S3c). 
This value renders a bulk gap of ~75 meV. In MnBi2Te4, higher values of U have been used 
aiming to reproduce the experimental estimation of the gap19. The difficulty in finding a single 
value of U that correctly accounts for all experimental results suggests that a quantitative 
comparison in these materials may necessitate the usage of exchange and correlation functionals 
beyond GGA+U. The statements on the total energy calculations are, however, robust, as shown 
in Supplementary Note 3. For the surface spectral calculations, as well as for the search of Weyl 
nodes, an accurate tight-binding model was built by constructing Wannier functions with the 
projection method implemented in the PYFPLO interface of FPLO50. The Bi-6p, Te-5p and 
Mn-3d orbitals were considered in this construction. The mirror Chern numbers were computed 
based on this Hamiltonian as implemented in Ref. 51. 
Magnetization. The dc magnetization measurements were performed in a Superconducting 
Quantum Interference Device (SQUID) Vibrating Sample Magnetometer (VSM) from 
Quantum Design for 1.8 K up to room temperature and in magnetic fields up to 5 T. Zero-field-
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cooled (ZFC) and field-cooled (FC) magnetization curves were recorded upon warming. The 
dc magnetization data was corrected for demagnetization effects. 
Transport. The transport properties were performed in the standard 4-wires configuration 
using a home-made probe inserted in a He-bath cryostat by Oxford Instruments, endowed 
with a 15/17 T magnet.   
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION 
Supplementary Note 1. Crystal-structure determination  
Table S1. Crystallographic data for Mn0.75(3)Bi4.17(3)Te7 from an SCXRD experiment. 
Crystal system, space group trigonal, P?̅?m1 (no. 164) 
Formula units Z = 1 
Lattice parameters a = 436.15(1) pm 
c = 2377.0(1) pm 
V = 391.6(1) × 106 pm³ 
ρcalc. = 7.57 g cm-3 
Temperature 296(1) K 
Range for data collection; index ranges 3.4° ≤ 2θ ≤ 80.2° (λ = 71.073 pm); 
–7 ≤ h ≤ 7,  –7 ≤ k ≤ 7,  
–43 ≤ l ≤ 43 
Collected reflections 18094 measured, 1051 unique 
R indices of merging Rint = 0.062, Rσ = 0.029 
Structure refinement Full-matrix least-squares based on F², 
anisotropic displacement parameters; 
Data/restraints/parameters 1051/2/25 
Final R indices and goodness-of-fit on F² R1[893 Fo > 4σ(Fo)] = 0.024 
wR2 (all Fo²) = 0.030 
GooF = 1.186 
Min./max. residual electron density –3.93/2.54 e × 10–6 pm–3 
 
Table S2. Synopsis of the atomic and displacement parameters of Mn0.75(3)Bi4.17(3)Te7. Note 
that the 1a position contains vacancies () with sof = 0.083(2). 
Mn0.75(3)Bi4.17(3)Te7, SCXRD 
atom W.p. x y Z Ueq/pm² sof 
Bi1     1a 0 0 0 179(3) 0.255(1) 
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Bi2    2d 1/3 2/3 0.0209(1) 195(1) 0.955(1) 
Bi3    2d 1/3 2/3 0.4142(1) 203(1) 1 
Mn1   1a 0 0 0 179(3) 0.662(2) 
Mn2     2d 1/3 2/3 0.0209(1) 195(1) 0.045(1) 
Te1    2d 2/3 1/3 0.0681(1) 191(2) 1 
Te2    2c 0 0 0.2297(1) 177(1) 1 
Te3    2d 2/3 1/3 0.3415(1) 173(1) 1 
Te4    1b 0 0 ½ 152(2) 1 
 
Similar to Mn124,20 cationic intermixing appears intrinsic for Mn1–xBi4+2x/3Te7. The relation 
between Mn and Bi antisite defects is based on the assumption of electron neutrality. Since 
three cation positions (1a, two 2d) are available in Mn1–xx/3Bi4+2x/3Te7, we have performed 
several, slightly different structure refinements with respect to antisite defects and cation 
vacancies: 1) mixed occupancy in the 1a position; 2) mixed occupancy in all cationic positions 
within the septuple layer; 3) mixed occupancy of the 1a site in the septuple layer and the 2d site 
of the quintuple layer; 4) mixed occupancies of all three cationic positions (Table S3). An 
unambiguous decision favouring one solution cannot be made from the resulting R-values that 
differ only marginally in the third decimal place. We learn that Mn/Bi intermixing in the 
quintuple layer is almost negligibly small in each considered model. Antisite defects in the Bi 
position of the septuple layer also amount to only a few percent. Thus, we refer to the model 2) 
in the main text, since it contains all notable hallmarks of the intrinsically defect crystal 
structure. 
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Table S3. Structure refinements for one data set of Mn1–xx/3Bi4+2x/3Te7 with various models of 
antisite defects. 
Model Sum formula/Number of 
parameters/Number of 
restraints 
Final R-indices / 
residual electron density 
Refined occupancies 
1) Mn0.54Bi4.31Te7 /23 /1 R1 = 0.023 
wR2 = 0.026 
GooF = 1.043 
–2.81/2.77 
Mn1 
Bi1 
1 
0.540(1) 
0.307(1) 
0.153(1) 
2) Mn0.75Bi4.17Te7 /25 /2 R1 = 0.024 
wR2 = 0.030 
GooF = 1.186 
–3.93/2.54 
Mn1 
Bi1 
1 
Mn2 
Bi2 
0.662(2) 
0.255(1) 
0.083(2) 
0.045(1) 
0.955(1) 
3) Mn0.57Bi4.28Te7 /25 /3 R1 = 0.022 
wR2 = 0.025 
GooF = 1.015 
–2.67/2.58 
Mn1 
Bi1 
1 
Mn3 
Bi3 
0.536(1) 
0.309(1) 
0.155(1) 
0.019(1) 
0.987(1) 
4) Mn0.73Bi4.18Te7 /27 /4 R1 = 0.023 
wR2 = 0.026 
GooF = 1.056 
–3.28/2.26 
Mn1 
Bi1 
1 
Mn2 
Bi2 
Mn3 
Bi3 
0.624(2) 
0.271(1) 
0.105(2) 
0.030(1) 
0.970(1) 
0.022(1) 
0.985(1) 
 
 
These structure refinements yield different sum formulas regarding the degree of Mn 
deficiency: about 4.6–4.8 and 6.1–6.3 at.-%. Furthermore, EDX experiments support two 
different compositions of crystals per synthesized batch. Several crystalline parts are found to 
have a composition of (in at.-%): Mn 4.8(6), Bi 36.7(6), Te58.6(6); which accords with the sum 
formulas in models 1) and 3) above. Another experimentally confirmed composition is (in at.-
%): Mn 6.8(6), Bi 35.2(6), Te 58.0(6); which accords with the sum formulas in the models 2) 
and 4). Although these results do not support one unambiguous structure solution, we can argue 
about an existence of a homogeneity range with 0.15 ≤ x ≤ 0.25 for Mn1–xx/3Bi4+2x/3Te7, taking 
into account the Mn0.85Bi4.10Te7 composition refined in Ref. 27. 
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Supplementary Note 2. Curie-Weiss fitting of the magnetization high-temperature data 
in two directions. 
 
 
 
Figure S1. The inverse of the normalized magnetization is shown together with the Curie–
Weiss fits for both orientations in the high-temperature regime 75 K ≤ T ≤ 300 K. The values 
shown in the graph for the effective magnetic moment are normalized to the largest Mn content 
in the homogeneity range, i.e. the Mn0.85Bi4.1Te7. 
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Supplementary Note 3. Total energies and estimation of first-neighbor coupling 
We performed total energies calculations for different magnetic configurations (see Fig. S2): 
ferromagnetic Mn layers coupled between each other ferromagnetically (called FM state) or 
antiferromagnetically (AFM1), and antiferromagnetic layers coupled ferromagnetically 
(AFM2). For FM and AFM1, the two of lowest energy, we also consider easy axis and easy-
plane configurations. Fig. S3 presents the band structure for FM and AFM1 configurations. 
Table S4 presents the total energies per Mn. For U = 2 eV, we estimate the first-neighbour in-
plane coupling as: (EFM – EAFM2)/4 = –2.2 meV which translates in Jπ = –0.09 meV/µB2.  We 
have also analyzed how sensitive these values are to the choice of U. In particular, the energy 
difference between FM and AFM1 evolves from 0.8 meV to 0.1 meV as U changes from 0 to 
5eV, while in the same range Jπ evolves from –0.07 to –0.14 meV/µB2. Regarding the 
comparison of the energy differences between FM and AFM1 in Mn147 and in Mn124, we 
have computed this difference within the same setup (U = 2 eV, J = 1 eV) in the latter compound 
obtaining 5 meV, which agrees well with Ref. 19. 
 
Table S4. Calculated total energies per Mn atom for different magnetic configurations. 
U = 2 eV, J = 1 eV 
Configuration FM AFM1 AFM2 
M || [001] 0.5 meV 0 9.4 meV 
M || [100] 0.9 meV 0.5 meV — 
U = 5 eV, J = 1 eV 
Configuration FM AFM1 AFM2 
M || [001] 0.1 meV 0 13.1 meV 
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Figure S2. Magnetic structures of stoichiometric Mn147 used for density-functional 
calculations. Red and blue arrows represent up and down spins. a, FM state. b, AFM1 state. c, 
AFM2 state. d, Top view from AFM2 state. 
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Figure S3. a,b, Band dispersion of Mn147 in the FM and AFM1 states, respectively. The red 
boxes show the region displayed in Fig. 3 of the main text. c, Density of states projected on 
Mn-3d states for AFM1 configuration and two values of U. It can be observed that for U = 5 eV 
(which corresponds to Ueff = U – J = 4 eV) the occupied Mn-3d states are well localized 6 eV 
below the Fermi energy, significantly lower than the experimental result (see Fig. S10). d,e, 
Brillouin zone of Mn147 and Bi2Te3, respectively, indicating the paths used in Fig. 3. f, Energy 
dispersion of Bi2Te3 (GGA+SOC). 
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Supplementary Note 4. Electronic band structure without spin-polarization 
To address to what extent MnBi4Te7 inherits the topological properties from the Bi2Te3 building 
blocks, we consider an auxiliary density-functional calculation without spin-polarization. 
Enforcing in this way the time-reversal symmetry naturally leads to Mn 3d states at the Fermi 
energy, but the solution still presents a well-defined gap between these bands and the rest of the 
valence bands (see Fig. S4). This allows us to characterize the topological invariants of the 
latter set in the absence of magnetism. In particular, the time reversal polarization results in 
Z2 = (1;000). In addition, the system has three mirror planes and we find the mirror Chern 
numbers to be –1. As a result, in the absence of magnetism the system would have a 
topologically non-trivial gap corresponding both to a strong topological insulator and a 
crystalline topological insulator, as Bi2Te3.
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Figure S4. Energy dispersion for auxiliary non-magnetic calculation. The red color corresponds 
to the weight in Mn 3d orbitals. Forcing a non-magnetic calculation naturally leads to states at 
the Fermi energy. There is, however, a well-defined gap between these and the valence bands, 
which allows characterization of the topological invariants of valence bands below this energy 
gap.  
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Supplementary Note 5. Topological properties in the fully polarized ferromagnetic and 
the antiferromagnetic phases 
Fig. S5 presents the (0001) surface spectral density in the collinear ferromagnetic phase for 
different orientations of the magnetization. As explained in the main text, in the FM state, only 
when the magnetization is in-plane and perpendicular to one of the three mirror planes the surface 
state is topologically protected by the mirror Chern number. In our calculation, for a Bi2Te3-
termination, the buried nature of the Dirac cone prevents from clearly observing a gap opening. 
We have checked that this remains to be the case also for a larger value of U, e. g. 5 eV. 
We also performed a search of Weyl nodes in the ferromagnetic phase (see Fig. S6). We focus 
on the conducting bands since samples tend to be electron-doped. We choose values of U = 2 eV 
and J = 1 eV, which are found to describe correctly the energy position of the occupied Mn 3d 
states (see Fig. S3). The two sets of Weyl nodes closest to the gap are at 24 meV and 70 meV 
above the bottom of the conduction band, named in Fig. S6 W1 and W2, respectively. 
 
Figure S5. Spectral density for the (0001) surface in the ferromagnetic phase. Top panels 
correspond to a septuple layer (MnBi2Te4)-termination, while bottom panels to a quintuple layer 
(Bi2Te3)-termination. a, d, magnetization out-of-plane. b, e, magnetization in-plane and parallel 
to a mirror plane. c, f, magnetization in plane and perpendicular to a mirror plane.   
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Figure S6. Weyl nodes in the ferromagnetic phase. a, Projection on the kx-ky plane. Empty and 
filled symbols correspond to Weyl nodes of positive and negative Chern number, respectively.  
b, Energy as a function of kx along a path centered in the Weyl node W1. c, Same as b for Weyl 
node W2. The energies are measured with respect to the bottom of the conducting band. 
 
Figure S7. Spectral density for the (0001) surface in the antiferromagnetic phase. a, Semi-
infinite system with a quintuple layer (Bi2Te3)-termination. The white boxes highlight the main 
features observed in the experiments (see Fig. 4a, S8 and S9). b, Septuple layer (MnBi2Te4)-
termination. The main difference in our calculations between the two surface terminations lies 
in the low-energy dispersion: while with a septuple layer termination we find the surface to be 
gapped, with a quintuple layer termination the massive Dirac cone tends to be buried, similar 
as what is found within DFT in Bi2Te3, and therefore the surface is gapless. 
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Supplementary Note 6. ARPES experiments 
 
 
 
 
Figure S8. ARPES data for Mn147(0001) measured at T = 18 K. a,b, Constant energy contours 
at different binding energies, tracing the band dispersion of the topological surface state (TSS). 
We find a hexagonally warped, snowflake-like Fermi surface of the TSS with cusps pointing 
along the ΓM̅̅ ̅̅  direction, similar as in Bi2Te3.13,36 c, Close-up from panel d of the band structure 
near the Fermi level EF showing the TSS between conduction and valence band states (BCB 
and BVB). d,e, Overview band structures measured at different photon energies hν showing 
additional surface states SS1 and SS2 in the valence band, very similar as in Bi2Te3
13,36, 
indicating a Bi2Te3 quintuple layer termination for the surface measured in Fig. S8. 
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Figure S9. Spatial variations in the electronic structure for the (0001) surface of a cleaved 
Mn147 single crystal. Two different band structures, a-b and c-d, could be observed on 
different positions on the surface. The similarity of the band structure in a-b (cf. also Fig. S8) 
to previous ARPES measurements for Bi2Te3(0001) suggests a predominantly Bi2Te3 quintuple 
layer terminated surface for a-b. We attribute the second type of band structure in c-d to a 
predominantly (MnBi2Te4) septuple-layer terminated surface. All ARPES data sets in Fig. S9 
were measured along the ΓM̅̅ ̅̅  high-symmetry direction and at T = 8 K. 
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Figure S10. Core-level spectroscopy data for Mn147(0001). a, Resonant valence-band 
photoemission data at Mn L2.3 absorption edge. The difference between on- and off-resonant 
spectra allows for an estimate of the Mn 3d density of states (DOS), showing a main peak near 
3.7 eV and another one at 0.8 eV near the valence band maximum. b,c, X-ray photoemission 
of shallow and deeper core-levels. The spectrum at hv = 150 eV was obtained directly after the 
acquisition of the ARPES data in Fig. S8 on the identical surface. The data qualitatively confirm 
the expected elemental composition. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
